
	  

Bass Lines You Should Know: Week 6 
 

‘Disco Inferno’ by the Trammps 
Featuring Bass Player Ronnie Baker 

 
This lesson contains: 
 

• A Video Demonstration 
• A Lesson Outline Document 
• A Downloadable Mp3 Playalong Track 

 
Disco Inferno is the Disco Anthem and a great study!  
 
When transcribing I think It’s important to analyze anything against the harmony. Doing this is an important 
step for you to get inside the players head and figure out where they were coming from in terms of the note 
choices they made. This way we can learn how to create our own lines and our own voice as a musician. 
 
About The Bass Player 
 
What we know of Ronnie Baker’s story starts in the 60’s when he was playing in a Philadelphia group called 
the Larks, which included drummer and session soul mate Earl Young and guitarist Norman Harris. The trio 
worked the club scene and was the house band at the uptown theater, backing up big name artists like BB 
King and Jackie Wilson. In 1968 Baker played on a flurry of hits - the Intruders “Cowboys To Girls”, Jerry 
Butler’s “Hey Western Union Man” and “Lala” (Means I Love You). These cemented his place as the premier 
Philly session bassist and he worked closely for the next 8 years with the production team of Kenny Gamble 
and Leon Huff while they racked up hit after hit and put the city of brotherly love on the musical map.  
 
As Baker and his compatriots were refining the Philly sound, they had their ears closely tuned into their 
contemporaries in Detroit (James Jamerson) and Memphis (Donald “Duck” Dunn). “Those cats up in Detroit 
and down in Memphis were like Gods to us,” Earl Young told Bass Player. Whenever Ronnie, Norman, and I 
heard a hit record from those guys, we tried to cop it and do something like it.” This experimentation paid 
off for the producers and Artists of Philadelphia International Records, because Baker and Young were able to 
capture the vibe of any current R&B track and make it their own.  
 
As the 70’s continued Baker, Harris, and Young started branching out into their own productions, setting up 
their own publishing company, Golden Fleece. Away from PIR’s staff of orchestrators Bakers previously 
unrecognized talent as a string and horn arranger was now a valuable asset. By the end of ’75 Gamble and 
Huff were phasing out Baker and Young because of their unavailability as well as their ambitions to follow 



	  

their own path. Many of the trio’s efforts centered around Earl Young’s band, The Trammps, which scored 
major platinum status in ’77 with “Disco Inferno”.  
 
Ronnie Baker was known for his gruff personality. “Baker had a bit of an attitude,” recalled Bobby Eli. “If 
Bobby didn’t like a Producer or an Arranger, he wouldn’t play well.” Said engineer Joe Tarsia, founder of 
Philly’s famous Sigma Sound Studios and sonic architect of the Philly Sound, “Baker was a little rough 
around the edges. Sometimes he would give me a bad sound to mess with me. I would go crazy re-patching 
everything, thinking the amp of the direct box was bad. And then he’d just smile and say, ‘Oh, is this what 
you want?’ and the sound would be perfect. I’d just walk away muttering to myself.” One of Bakers followers, 
bassist Jimmy Williams, was advised by Huff to get together with Baker to learn a few things from him. 
Recording the encounter, Williams said, “I was so naïve, so I called Baker. He just barked into the phone, ‘I 
ain’t got time’, and he hung up on me. He was a tough guy to get close to.” Regardless of his personality, 
when it came down to laying down tracks, Baker took care of business. His recorded legacy is a monument 
to the groove that made Philadelphia famous. Baker died of cancer in 1990. He was 50. 
 
**Excerpts from: R&B Bass Masters, by Ed Freidland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Here is the entire Excerpt we are analyzing in this weeks lesson. 
 

 
 



	  

 
 
All bass lines, Melodies and Solos that sound good, sound good for a reason. These reasons are basically 
broken down and dependent on a combination of 4 things: 
 

1. The Time Feel: (how the line is played and felt) 
2. The Dynamics: (If everything was velocity it would sound very robotic. We need our lines to 

have a human quality to sound musical) Aston “Family Man” Barrett’s sound is as important as 
the note choices he makes. Working on your sound is so important. 

3. The Chord Tones: (How these Chord Tones are Approached and if the right Diatonic Passing 
Tones are used in-between them, this is achieved by understanding and being able to analyze 
Chord Progressions correctly or just having really great ears and confidence) 

4. Confidence: (Confidence can give our lines the intention they need to give conviction to the 
music. Being tentative can really destroy the flow and energy of the music, which can have a 
knock on effect for the rest of the musicians and the listener. Studying and practicing can 
really give us all the tools we need to feel good about what we are doing and enable us to let 
go of the fear so we can just play and enjoy. We have listened and absorbed music our whole 
lives, we already know and feel this stuff. It’s only our fears that make us feel we don’t) 

 
 
 
 
 



	  

Analysis 
 
Intro 
 

 
 
This is a 2 Bar intro that takes us into the main groove of the song. We won’t analyze this section. 
 
A Section (Verse) Bars 1 – 4  
 

 
 
The main groove is played over a II-7 V7 Chord sequence. This is a very common progression for the Disco 
Genre. 
 
Bar 1  

• Beat 1-2 contains only the Root (C) and 5th (G) of the Chord. 
• Beat 3 is a b7th (Eb) approaching the Root (F) of F7. 
• Beat 4 is anticipating the next Chord with the b7th (Bb) approaching the Root (C) of C7. 

 
Bar 2  

• Beat 1-2 is the same as Beats 1 and 2 of Bar 1 
• Beat 3-4 is a b7th (Eb) approaching the Root (F) of F7. The last 8th note is anticipating the next Chord 

C7. 
 
Bar 3 is exactly the same as Bar 1  
 
As well as the Beats, the Bars can also be considered Strong and Weak. For example Bar 1 and 3 would be 
considered our “Strong Bars”. These Bars are a great place to establish the hook of the Bass Line by repeating 



	  

phrases. It gives the line in its entirety a lot of strength and grounding. It’s this kind of thing that helps us 
really connect with what’s being played. This kind of symmetry in our bass lines makes us remember the 
song and hook. It also allows us to move away and play other themes and variations, when we come back to 
the line it give us and the listener a feeling of home by grounding the music. Ronnie Baker was a master of 
this, which makes his bass lines so memorable and catchy. 
 
Bar 4  
Progressions and forms are usually felt and marked in 4 Bar sections. The 4th Bar is a great place to create fills 
and variations. You will see in this A Section the 4th bar is the only bar that has slight variations helping to set 
up the feel and dance of the song. 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 starts with the Root then moves down to the A to Chromatically move back up to the C. 
The A and Bb are followed by there octaves which is a very common sound in the Disco Genre. 

 
A Section (Verse) Bars 5 – 8  
 
From here the Bass Line continues with the next 3 Bars playing the exact same line as the first 3 Bars of the A 
Section. There is a slight variation in Bar 4. 
 

 
 
Here is a closer look at the variation on the 4th Bar of the cycle. 
 



	  

 
 
The C again moves to the note A where is Chromatically moves it’s way back up to the Note C where it 
anticipates the C7 Chord of the next measure.  
 
A Section (Verse) Bars 9 – 12  
 
Again the Bass Line continues with the next 3 Bars playing the exact same line as the first and second 3 Bars 
of the A Section. There is a slight variation in Bar 4. 
 

 
 
Here is a closer look at the variation on the 4th Bar of the cycle. 
 

 
 
The C again moves to the note A followed by it’s octave. From there it Chromatically moves it’s way back up 
to the Note C where it anticipates the C7 Chord of the next measure.  
 
A Section (Verse) Bars 13 – 16  
 
The next 4 Bars is the last in the A Section before moving on to the B Section (Chorus) 
 



	  

 
 
Here is a closer look at the variation on the 4th Bar of the cycle. 
 

 
 
The C this time moves to the note 5th of the Chord (G). From there, the line moves to the note A where it 
once again Chromatically moves it’s way back up to the Note C. 
 
Throughout the A Section the 4th bar of the 4-bar phrase has the same concept and intention with just the 
slightest variation. When you practice this stuff you should try your own simple variations on the theme. 
 
B Section (Chorus) Bars 1 – 4  
 

 
 
The B Section lasts 8 Bars and the Chords used are all derived from the Key of F Major. 
If we look at the F Major Modes we will see the functionality of these Chords. 
 
F Major Modes 
 

1. F Major/Ionian _ Imaj7 _ Fmaj7 
2. G Dorian _ II-7 _ G-7 
3. A Phrygian _ III-7 _ A-7 



	  

4. Bb Lydian _ IVmaj7 _ Bbmaj7 
5. C Mixolydian _ V7 _ C7 
6. D Aeolian _ VI-7 _ D-7 
7. E Locrian _ VII-7(b5) _ E-7(b5) 

 
It is important to educate yourself as much as possible with the foundations of harmony. This will really help 
you understand how to analyze Chord Progressions and to give you the related Chord Scales.  
 
The most important element of all of this in my opinion is to understand the Chord Tones and use the Chord 
Scales as the Diatonic Passing Tones to help connect the Chord Tones together giving your Bass Lines a 
really solid sound and direction. 
 
B Section (Chorus) Bar 1 
 

 
Always the direction of your lines are the most important part element to to overall shape of the groove. The 
line over the F Chord moving through the D-7 Chord is targeting the Bb Chord of Bar 2. 
 

• Beat 1 is the Root of the Chord (Fmaj) 
• Beat 2 the note (E) is the Major 7th Chord Tone but really in this case is a Diatonic Passing Tone 

connecting to the Root (D) 
• Beat 3 is the Root of the Chord (D-7) 
• Beat 4 the note (C) is the Minor 7th Chord Tone but really in this case again is a Diatonic Passing Tone 

connecting and anticipating to the Root (Bb) of the next Chord. 
 
B Section (Chorus) Bar 2 
 

 



	  

• Beat 1 is the Root of the Chord (Bbmaj) 
• Beat 2 the note (A) is the Major 7th Chord Tone but really in this case is a Diatonic Passing Tone 

connecting to the Root (G) 
• Beat 3-4 starts with the Root of the Chord (G-7). From there using the Strong Beat, Weak Beat 

concept the line moves in-between the Chord Tones, the b3rd (Bb) and the Root (C) of the next Chord 
C7 using Diatonic Passing Tones taken from the Key of F Major 

 
B Section (Chorus) Bar 3 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2 is the Root of the Chord (C7) followed by the 3rd degree (E). 
• Beat 3-4 is continuing from the note (E) targrting the 5th of the Chord (G). The line starts with the 

note F which is the Diatonic Passing Tone between the 3rd and the 5th of the Chord. Instead of 
moving direactly to the 5th the line is colored in with a commonly used Approach To Chord Tone 
pattern which is called, Scale Above, Chromatic Below To Chord Tone.  
 

 
 
The target Chord Tone is the 5th (G) and the notes used are A, F# G. You should try experimenting with these 
Scale Above, Chromatic Below To Chord Tone approaches over all of the Chord Tones. In the Tony Grey 
Bass Academy we focus a lot on these different Chord Tone approach patterns and find creative ways of 
using them in Bass Lines and Solos.  
 
It is so important when transcribing and analyzing anything that we use the patterns and tools to create our 
own lines. 
 
 



	  

The only way we can really make these ideas a natural part of our way of playing and improvising is to: 
 

• Understand what’s going on theoretically 
• Be able to hear whats going on. (If you can’t hear it, you can’t play it) 
• Write and create your own lines using these techniques over different Chords 

 
B Section (Chorus) Bar 4 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 is again using a combination of Diatonic Passing Tones and Chromatic Approaches. The 
5th of the Chord (G) is targetting the b7th of the Chord (Bb) with the Diatonic Passing Tone (A) in-
between. From there the b7th of the Chord (Bb) is targetting the Root (C) with a Chromatic Approach 
Tone in-between. 
 

B Section (Chorus) Bars 5 – 8  
 

 
 
The last 4 Bars of the B Section start out using the same notes. The only difference is the tied over note (F) 
from the previous bar followed by an 8th note. 
 
B Section (Chorus) Bar 4-5 

 



	  

Bar 4 only uses the Root of the Chord 
 
Bar 5 starts out with th Root of the Chord for the first 2 Beats.  
 

• Beat 3-4 starts with the Chord Tone Bb (b7th) from there it moves down to the Diatonic Note A then 
back up to the C which is really an anticipation of the C-7 Chord which is the beginning of a new 
Verse. 

 
From here this Excerpt of “Disco Inferno” moves back to an A Section repeating the concept from the first A 
Section. 

 
Recap 
 
When you break down this Bass Line you really can see why it sounds so great.   
Some of the Techniques that make this Bass Line are? 
 

• Chord Tones  
• Strong Bar, Weak Bar concept 
• Diatonic Passing Tones 
• Approach To Chord Tone Patterns 
• Symmetry in the Rhythms and Pitches 

 
It’s really important to always find ways of maximizing your practice time. Don’t forget, you sound how you 
practice. In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we look at all of these different techniques that make our lines 
strong within our bass lines and solo’s. Please visit www.tonygreybassacademy.com for more information 
regarding our different creative lessons and courses. 
 
Listen to the original recording of this track pay attention to Ronnie Bakers sound. He has a very clear way of 
playing and articulating the groove. It’s all about the conviction and intention of the groove that really 
makes this Bass Line a masterpiece.   
 
Once you understand all this stuff and can really feel it start experimenting with some of these ideas to 
compose your own grooves. Try playing variations along with the Play-along track. 
 
I hope you enjoyed this weeks Bass Line breakdown and don’t forget every Monday there will be a new 
video for you to guess the Bass Player and Track along with an opportunity to win a free month inside the 
Academy and some great giveaways from Fodera Bass! 
 
Stay Inspired! 
Tony Grey 


